
  

The all new MowMaster Pedestrian Roller is a  completely new  concept in Pitch Rolling equipment.               

The requirements of  concentrated down pressure on one roller and the   compactness of the unit, allow cross  

rolling to be outstanding in this product.  

 The operator has great control of maneuverability with the forward/reverse control leavers being finger tipped 

controlled at the ULTRA STEER  operating position .    

A variable speed hydraulic power transition also makes control of operation very easy and comfortable.  

The machine being so compact, makes it very easy to store. The operator weight and steering  distribution 

have very little disruption, if any to the recovering pitch area whilst cross rolling.  

Handling of the PR270 eliminates all exertion of man power so there is no stress on the Operator at all, making 

this the Safest Pedestrian Roller on the market. 

The roller itself has a wall thickness of 28mm and is  fully machined for consistency in roundness. This machine 

is powered by a Honda GX270 Engine coupled to a variable speed hydraulic pump and a huge torque limiter for 

soft feel forward and reverse.  

The machine can be ordered in 3 different weight  classes. On top of this, each unit can be ballasted for the 

convenience of desired weight change.        
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The MowMaster PR270 also includes some new features to maximize the operators Safety and Comfort which  

Include:  

 

Operator Presence on the hand controls to maximize safety 

Fully Machined Roller 900x900mm with a wall thickness of 28mm minimum  

9HP Honda GX270 Petrol Engine  

Rubber Mounted Engine Mounts which reduce up to 70% less vibration  

Heavy Duty scraper which includes a Removable Scraper Tray to collect any excess Clay/Clippings from the Roller  

1 1/4 Inch Pitch Chain 

Heavy Duty Torque Limiter  

Front Anti– Tipping Roller System which can be adjusted to suite the users requirements  

Fixed speed Settings to allow the operator to be able to keep a nice smooth and consistent rolling speed.  

Machine Guards 

Directional Stickers on Hand Controls 

Height is kept to a minimum (1500mm) to maximize storage  ( without Sun Shade ) 

The following Optional Extras are also available  

 -  Sun Shade ( easily removable, can also be lowered  down  if storage is a issue )  

 - Seat ( fully adjustable  including a swivel & lock position to maximize comfort and viewing area )  

 - Electric Start  

- Machines Tare Weight is also optional:  

       Standard - 980kg dry weight and water ballast up to 1580kg  

      Optional - 1340kg dry weight and water ballast up to 1840kg  

      Optional - 1700kg dry weight and water ballast up to 2150kg  

Ballast options will be heavier if filled with Sand / Concrete. 
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